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â€œ* * * * * *! The most incredible story in the history of music â€¦ a heavyweight

book.â€•â€”Kerrang!â€œAn unusual combination of true crime journalism, rock and roll reporting and

underground obsessiveness, Lords of Chaos turns into one of the more fascinating reads in a long

time.â€•â€”Denver PostA narrative feature film based on this award-winning book has just gone into

production.
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....You just cant look away.This is indeed an extremely well written account of the books subject

matter.Being someone that was there for the first releases of the Metal genre known as "Black

Metal" (Venom,Bathory,Sodom,etc..), it was shocking to read this & see how vastly different people

may perceive the same exact thing: what I always took as a borderline "joke",references to

Satanism & the Devil as an expression of rebellion (ohhh,scare the parents & authority figures!!) or

perhaps an appreciation for horror movies (that was my take as a teenager),these misguided kids

from the other side of the world took as a soberingly literal treatise on giving oneself over to evil.And

even more disturbing than that is how it morphed into a branch of neo-nazism(?) A fascinating

sociological read not for the faint of heart.

An interesting indepth look at how the Black Metal scene began in Norway along with interview

pieces with members at the forefront. It devolves into Varg Vikernes' personal idealogies along the



way(to get a real sense of his views all one must do is watch his YouTube videos) -- how much of it

is factual is hard to say as Varg seems to have denounced the book as inaccurate. You will find

some sensationalism here, but overall it's still somewhat interesting. Fans of Heavy Metal will most

likely find something enjoyable here.

Arrived in great condition

Four stars for the amazingly deep, detailed coverage of a sub-culture subject. The first few sections

of the book tell the story well, the latter parts pile on detail that at times is more than you'll ever want

to know or take the time to read. As an extreme metal fan, I appreciated it but admittedly skimmed

through the late sections on UFOs and Norwegian National Socialist policy. There are some

interviews in here that you wouldn't get anywhere else.

Informative and shocking. Many metal bands talk the talk, but the Norwegian Black Metal bands this

book focuses on walk the walk. While I repudiate the crimes these depraved individuals have

committed, this book reads more like a novel than non-fiction because of their outrageous and

criminal behavior that shocked Norway in the early 1990's.

One of the most exciting book that I have ever read. I can recommend it not only to those who are

familiar with the Black Metal Scene, but to those who don't know anything about it.

Excellent book. My second copy. I ordered this book NEW from "Hipster Season Books & Records".

The bottom front cover, the clear plastic-like protective covering on the book looks as though

moisture started getting into it. Not very happy about that at all...

Hard to put down.
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